


Our Philosophy of Ministry 

The Lord Jesus had a plan and effective 
process for equipping the first leaders of 
the Church. His plan remains 
transferable. The Scripture says that this 
process is to be transferred (i.e. passed 
on) to other people, generations, 
communities, and nations.

For over forty years WDA has studied 
Christ’s progressive training strategy 
that reflects principles of growth 
expounded in the New Testament while 
incorporating the promises of the Old 
Testament.

WDA has invested decades researching 
and refining this training process into a 
full, progressive approach, with 
supporting curriculum, that delivers 
disciple building programs to the local 
church. 

We organize the content of this 
curriculum around a framework that 
integrates five initiatives of a disciple 
builder with five progressive phases of 
growth of a disciple. The framework, 
which WDA designates as the R-CAPS 
Grid, serves as a template for helping a 
disciple builder design individual 
growth projects at specific spiritual 
growth-points. 

WDA Slogan of Maturity: 

"The capacity to think, feel, 
and act like Jesus"

Our Mission Statement 

Our mission is to serve the Church 
worldwide by developing Christlike 

maturity in people and equipping them 
to disciple others. 

Our Vision Statement 

We envision a worldwide network of 
disciple building associates serving local 
churches and church agencies who are 
committed to helping people grow to 

Christlike maturity. 

Our Ministry Slogan 

Disciple building: “meeting people 
where they are, helping them take the 

next step® toward maturity by 
renewing minds, equipping hands, and 

restoring hearts.” 

WDA's Definition of Discipleship: 

 “The intentional process entrusted to the 
Church and enabled by the Spirit working 

through the Word of God, in which followers 
of Christ are progressively conformed to His 
likeness (maturity) having been equipped to 
obey all of His commands until the Day of 

His Return.” 
(Matt. 28:18-20; Col. 1:28-29; Phil. 1:6; Eph. 4:14-16)




